
With an “other-worldly” glow that seems to materialize from the depths of the earth and 
oceans, Space Glow emerges simultaneously earthy, distinctive and assured. The shimmering 
effect of this trend colour takes inspiration from nature’s amazing bioluminescence. The  
biochemical emission of light by living organisms such as fireflies and deep sea fishes makes 
the colour come alive in the night sky and ocean depths. 

Its gold colour and shimmering finish, add warmth and value to living and working spaces  
with natural inspirations that offer a unique ambience.

The special beauty of Space Glow is particularly mesmerizing when coordinated with dark 
colours. A palette comprised of Atlantic’s deep blue and Vincenza Oak Classic’s golden hued 
wood grain creates a sense of nature’s balance with colours and textures that evoke night sky 
and deep oceans, the forest, and the earth.

To express a lighter, albeit somewhat royal aesthetic, use Space Glow with the blue-violet of 
Sphere and Living Oak Alaska White. Together they create a lighthearted palette with modern 
variations of colours for a contemporary palace.

The warmth and subtle glimmering of Space Glow makes it an appealing accent aesthetic 
and any room in the house can be enhanced with this gold hue. It balances heavy textures, 
complements sheens both matte and gloss, and adds a note of excitement to that with which is 
coordinated. Of course, it works beautifully in commercial spaces as well, elevating hospitality 
and office spaces with a natural warmth and comforting luminosity. 

With a shimmering lightness that reaches out from the depths, and a colour reminiscent of 
coveted gold, Space Glow enhances any designed space with a grounded, natural appeal, that 
is also pure and confident.
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